Dynamical jets are generally found on Light bridges (LBs), which are key to studying sunspots decays. So far, their formation mechanism is not fully understood. In this paper, we used state-of-the-art observations from the Goode Solar 
INTRODUCTION
Light bridges (LBs), which commonly occur during the sunspot decay phase, are bright and elongated structures that separate umbra cores or are embedded in the umbra.
Studying magnetic and dynamical properties of LBs is very helpful for the understanding of sunspots decay. According to the brightness and size of LBs, they can be categorized into three types: faint, strong and granular LBs. Faint LBs have an elongated structure composed of grains of similar size and shape to umbral dots (Sobotka et al. 1993; Sobotka & Puschmann 2009 ). Strong LBs, whose typical brightness is comparable to the penumbra, separate the umbra into two regions with the same polarity (Rimmele 2008; Rezaei et al. 2012 ). Granular LBs show convection cells similar to the granules in the quiet sun (Vazquez 1973; Sobotka et al. 1994; Leka 1997; Rouppe van der Voort et al. 2010 ).
From observations, it has been found that all LBs have a relative weaker magnetic field strength and an increased magnetic inclination compared with the surrounding umbra (Leka 1997; Jurčák et al. 2006; Katsukawa et al. 2007 ), forming a cusp-like magnetic field configuration at higher layers. Due to the magnetic shear between the horizontal fields of LBs and the vertical fields of umbra, a sharp and strong current layer forms at the edges of the LBs, which is a favorable site for magnetic reconnection (Shimizu et al. 2009; Toriumi et al. 2015b; Liu & Liu 2015) . From the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity images, central hot upflows are found in LBs surrounded by cooler fast downflows, sometimes at supersonic speeds (Rimmele 1997; Louis et al. 2009; Lagg et al. 2014; Felipe et al. 2016; Schlichenmaier et al. 2016) , supporting their convective origin. In addition, Toriumi et al. (2015b) discovered some small-scale, short-lived convection cells superimposed on the large-scale, long-term velocity structures in the LBs in the formation phase of an active region (AR).
Some faint divergent magnetic patterns are also found, which suggests continuous supply of weak magnetic flux from the solar interior, transported by large-scale upflows of the LBs -5 - (Louis et al. 2015) . Felipe et al. (2016) showed that the value of plasma β in LBs is in the range of 1 to 200, indicating that the LBs are dominated by plasma motions.
In the upper atmosphere upon LBs, many dynamical activities are found, which comprise multi-temperature and multi-disciplinary structures (Rezaei 2018) . For example, brightenings are very common on broadband images in the wavelength of the Ca ii H, AIA 1600Å, 1700Å, IRIS 1300Å, 1400Å, and Mg ii 2796Å (Shimizu et al. 2009; Berger & Berdyugina 2003; Rezaei 2018) . Also there are lots of long lasting and recurring jets (or surges) which are seen with the cool chromospheric lines such as the Hα and Ca ii lines (Roy 1973; Asai et al. 2001; Bharti et al. 2007; Liu 2012; Louis et al. 2014; Robustini et al. 2016; Song et al. 2017) . Bharti (2015) and Yang et al. (2015) reported that most of the jets seen in the chromospheric images show decreasing brightness with height while they show a bright front in the IRIS 1330Å slit-jaw images (SJI). Some of the bright fronts also exist in the AIA 171 and 131Å channels, suggesting that the jets can be heated up to transition region (TR) and low coronal temperatures (Yang et al. 2016; ?; ?) . Moreover, the jets' bright fronts seen in IRIS 1400Å on LBs are disturbed by their surrounding activities, e.g., adjacent brightenings and solar flares (Hou et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2017; Felipe et al. 2017) .
Two mechanisms for the formation of the jets on LBs are generally supported by observations. One is driven by magnetic reconnection, evidenced by the high speeds (100 km s −1 ) of the jets and current layers at the edge of the LBs (Toriumi et al. 2015a,b) . The other is caused by shocked p-mode waves leaked from the underlying photosphere, with lower speeds and nearly stationary oscillating period with several minutes (Yang et al. 2015; Hou et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017) . Tian et al. (2018) shows that the jets (or surges) on
LBs has two components according to their occurrence frequency and maximum length.
The ever-present short surges seems to be related to the upward leakage of magnetoacoustic waves from the photosphere, while the occasionally occurring long and fast surges are In this paper, we focus on the fan shape jets on LBs, which is generally found in the Hα off-band images. Similar jets are reported by Asai et al. (2001) and Robustini et al. (2016) .
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The aims are to reveal the fine structures of the photospheric convection on LBs and to find the relationship among the small-scale photospheric flow, brightenings and the jets like activities on their upper layers, which is helpful for us to understand the coupling between mass and energy on LBs. To that end, we have used joint observations from the the Goode Solar Telescope (GST, previously called New Solar Telescope) (Cao et al. 2010) , the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) (De Pontieu et al. 2014) , the Spectro-Polarimeter (SP) instrument on board Hinode (Lites et al. 2013 ) and the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) instrument on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) (Lemen et al. 2012 ).
This way, we have been able to cover the different layers of the solar atmosphere, namely, the photosphere, chromosphere, TR and corona.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the data from both ground and space based solar telescopes and the way to reduce them are presented. Section 3 shows the results followed by a summary in the last section (Section 4).
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We have used coordinated observations of GST, IRIS and HINODE/SP obtained on (Lemen et al. 2012) with the cadences of 12 s and 24 s, repectively.
Spatial register between the GST and SDO is first done by co-aligning the AIA 1600
A images with the GST/TiO data, and then co-align the TiO data with the Hα images at different wavelength positions. We use the AIA 1600Å, IRIS 2832Å and SP continuum images to align the SDO, IRIS and SP data. The uncertainty of the coalignment is about one AIA pixel (0.6 ′′ ). Figure 1 contains the context image of the LBs and fan shape jets on the sunspot of AR 12127 that we analyze in the subsequent section. The figure shows data from GST, IRIS and SDO/AIA after the alignment process.
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
3.1. The realitionship between Hα brightenings at the footpoints of fan shape jets and their bright fronts shown in the AIA EUV channels
The fan shape jets on the LB can be found in the region R1 in figure 1b (2017, 2018) . In those papers, the authors show that for surges, the alignment of the LOS with the orientation of the ejections is key to understanding the remarkable TR brightenings as well as the multi-component profiles. This result for surges could be also applied for our jets, so the multi-component profiles found may be due to the integration of the multiple-crossing emitting layers of the folded TR on the fan shape jets with different LOS velocities.
Concerning the footpoints of the fan shape jets (P4 and P5 in Figure 4 ), they show line broadening and intensity enhancement. We also find absorption structures of Ne ii 1393.33 and 1335.2Å superimposed on the lines of Si iv 1393.76Å and C ii 1335Å especially for P5 (green line) with a higher emission. The appearance of the absorption features in enhanced TR spectral profiles is an indication of a hot reconnection region below the dense and cold plasma Tian et al. 2018) . We also checked the Hα images at -0.8Å from the line center and found that there is intermittent intensity enhancements at the same time. These observational characteristics also support that the fan shape jets are caused by the magnetic reconnection. Note however that the absorption features observed here are not akin to the one discussed by Tian et al. (2018) . In their paper, significant line broadening of the Si iv, C ii and Mg ii h&k lines are found and the Mg h&k lines show strong absorption due to large opacity. Almost all of the lines have absorption line -14 -structures. In our data, no significant absorption structures are found in the Si iv 1403Å line, possibly due to the emission at P4 and P5 being relative weaker.
Photospheric large and small scale convection flows on LBs driving the magnetic reconnection
Concerning Hinode/SP data, two scans were performed from 17:15 to 17:55 UT. Figure 5a shows the longitudinal magnetic field in level 2 for Region R1 as shown in Fig.   1a . It can be found that its value is much lower than that in the pore or umbra. The arrows superimposed in the panel indicate the strength and direction of the transverse magnetic field. The transverse field changes its directions on LB, indicating the existence of magnetic shear. The current sheet is formed at the magnetic shear region, storing enough non-potential energy for the fan shape jets (Toriumi et al. 2015a ). We also obtained the inclination angles on LB and showed them in Fig. 5b . The inclination angles, with the value close to 90 • , are much larger than those in the the nearby pores and umbra, revealing an almost horizontal magnetic structure.
We derived the horizontal velocity on the LB with the high resolution TiO images from GST following the method explained by ?. The result is arranged in figure 5c The fitted temperature at P6 covering the enhanced emission at the TiO images also
shows an temperature enhancement near the height of 250 km reconfirming the above conclusion that the photosphere is disturbed during the EBs. The temperature at P7 also has an temperature enhancement, but the value is about 500 K lower than that at P6. From the lower panel in 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The joint observations of the fan shape jets on a LB in the decay phase of AR 12127
give us an excellent opportunity to investigate their dynamic behavior in detail. Part of our results are consistent with previous report. For example, fan shape jets have the bright fronts and intermittent brightenings at the footpoints. The emission of the TR lines has line broadening and intensity enhancements. The appearance of the Ne ii absorption feature superimposed on the Si iv 1393.76Å and C ii 1335Å lines at the footpoints of the jets.
Furthermore, the present work shows some new observational characteristics, which are summarized as follows. The dark lane is formed at the boundary of the LB and its nearby penumbra. We are not sure whether it is a moving magnetic structure due to the lack of magnetograms with high spatial and temporal resolution. Line wing brightenings are found in the Hα line associated with these photospheric motions, indicating that the convection motions at the photosphere play important roles in generating the fan shape jets on LB.
4. The level 1 data with a fast mode from Hinode/SP shows abnormal line profiles on LB, i.e., three lobes in the Stokes V profiles and red asymmetry in the Stokes I profiles. Employing NICOLE code, we are able to reproduce these profiles, which are likely produced by mixed polarities and velocity gradient along the LOS direction. Combining with the small scale photospheric motion, the abnormal Stokes profiles, the appearance of mini jets with short interval upon the bright jets' fronts in the AIA channels, the Hα line wing enhancements, the motions of ribbon-like brightenings at the Hα -0.8Å passband and the Ne ii absorption feature in the TR lines, we claim that the fan shape jets on the LB are due to the magnetic reconnection at the upper photosphere or lower chromosphere.
The length of the fan shape jets analysed here is about 4 Mm, in the range of the classification of the magnetic reconnection caused jets from Tian et al. (2018) .
Numerical simulations are indeed powerful to understand the fan shape jets activities on LB. Unfortunately, the simulation from Toriumi et al. (2015a) of an emerging LB does not contain the upper solar atmosphere so it is not able to investigate the dynamics of the jets and the physical mechanisms behind them. Nóbrega-Siverio et al. (2016) and Nóbrega-Siverio et al. (2017) carried out a 2.5D numerical experiments in which a surge results from magnetic flux emergence and the simulation contains the photosphere, chromosphere, TR and corona. The results from their simulation can explain some of the observations in the paper. But the simulation is not carried out in terms of LBs. Also due to its 2.5D nature, it can not recover all of the observations in the paper, especially in the transverse motions of the jets and the ribbon like brightenings seen in Fig. 3 . More works need to be done on the simulation of fan shape jets on LBs and our results can provide some useful information to constrain the physical parameters of the simulation. is available online. 
